
“Time Enough” Activity 
 

An exploration of sunrise, sunset and daylight times 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We never have enough hours or minutes in our day. But do you know how much day 
(daylight) you actually have? This activity will help you to answer that question. 
 
REQUIRED MATERIALS 
 

 Time Enough data form 
(Download at http://www1.cyfernet.org/act-cyfar/mom/03-07-
SeasonsAndLight/timeEnoughData.pdf ) 

 Pen or pencil  
 

 Sunrise/sunset information for your community, available via Internet, some 
calendars, the Farmer’s Almanac, local newspapers and other sources 

 
ACTIVITY STEPS 
 
1) Using memory only, estimate the time the sun rose and the time the sun set on several 
recent dates. For example:   
 

 On a recent holiday (such as New Year’s Eve) 
 Last Saturday  
 Today  

 
Write down your estimate (to the minute) on the Time Enough data form.  
 
2) Compute the photoperiod (the amount of daylight available) on each of the three dates. 
You may want to discuss the best strategies to do this. Two common methods include: 
 

 Divide the day into “before noon” and “afternoon” times; compute the daylight 
time with in each part; and add these together. Example: If the sun rose at 5 a.m. 
and set at 7 p.m., then 5 a.m. to noon (or 12:00 – 5:00) is 7 hours, plus noon to 7 
p.m. (or 7:00 – 0:00, because noon is like zero hours), equals 7. Added together, 
there are 14 hours of daylight.  
  

 Switch times to a 24-hour clock and subtract sunrise from sunset. Example: If the 
sun rose at 5 a.m. and set at 7 p.m., then on a 24-hour clock, this would be 5:00 
and 19:00 hours, so 19:00 minus 5:00 equals 14 hours. 
 

http://www1.cyfernet.org/act-cyfar/mom/03-07-SeasonsAndLight/timeEnoughData.pdf
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 Tip: Remember that an hour has 60 minutes (not 100), so be sure to add and 
subtract minutes correctly. Example: If the sun rose at 5:32 a.m. and set at 7:08 
p.m. (or 19:08) there would be 6:28 hours of daylight before noon and 7:08 hours 
after noon for a total of 13 hours and 36 minutes of daylight. In using the 24-hour 
clock, it might be easier to “borrow an hour” to the minutes columns; instead of 
19:08, try 18:68 – 5:32 = 13:36. 
 

3) Using one of the information tools, look up the actual sunrise and sunset times for your 
community; calculate the amount of daylight; and compare these to your estimates. For a 
great online tool (in addition to your local news/weather papers, TV and Web sites), visit: 
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/RS_OneDay.html 
 
How close were you?   
 
4) Sunrise and sunset conventionally refer to the times when the upper edge of the disk of 
the sun is on the horizon. However, there isn’t complete darkness when the sun is just 
below the horizon. In fact, the sun’s rays are refracted by the Earth’s atmosphere for quite 
a while before sunrise and after sunset, providing some light from the sun. This period of 
waning or increasing light is called “twilight.” There are actually three levels of twilight:  
 

 Civil twilight begins or ends when the sun is 6 degrees below the horizon. 
Objects can still be seen and distinguished, and the brightest planets and stars are 
visible in the sky. This is the time when houselights and car headlights need to be 
turned on. Civil twilight is the 20 to 30 minutes before sunrise or after sunset. 
This is usually what people mean when they talk about twilight. 
 

 Nautical twilight begins or ends when the sun is 12 degrees below the horizon. 
The outlines of objects are distinguishable, but it is difficult to perform tasks or 
activities and the horizon is indistinct.  
 

 Astronomical twilight begins or ends when the sun is 18 degrees below the 
horizon. At this point, the sun no longer contributes light, be it refracted or direct. 
This is about 90 minutes before sunrise or after sunset.   

 
Record the civil twilight times for your community, or add about 30 minutes to the 
beginning and end of daylight. If you add this time, was your perception of daylight more 
accurate? Less accurate? Were your estimates of daylight more consistent with the 
sunrise/sunset or the civil twilight times?   
 
REFLECTION 
 

 Prior to the advent of widespread and inexpensive gas and electric lights, humans 
were much more aware of the rise and set of sun; many tasks were difficult or 
impossible to do unless there was enough daylight to see what you were doing! 
How would your day’s schedule change if you had to rely on sunlight to see?  
 

 Do you live in a place where there is a lot of artificial light? Once we start turning 
on car headlights, streetlights and houselights, the surrounding “darkness” seems 

http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/RS_OneDay.html
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darker, and we are less aware of twilight. Why? 
 

 What changes happen in nature as the amount of sunlight increases or decreases? 
Many plants are sensitive to the amount of daylight: It tells them when to grow 
and flower. For example, “short days” of sunlight are needed for poinsettias to 
turn red, and a Black-eyed Susan requires a long day to bloom. Think about how 
you might conduct a research project to test whether a plant is affected by the 
amount of daylight. What could you do to control the light? What else might you 
need to control?  

 
 The United States and many other countries in the Temperate Zone** use 

Daylight Savings or Summer Time because there is considerable variation for 
daylight versus darkness across the seasons in those regions. This is the practice 
of “springing forward” one hour in April (changed to the second Sunday of March 
in the U.S. in 2007) and “falling back” one hour in October or November. What 
are some benefits of this policy? [Note to facilitator: The practice doesn’t really 
change the amount of daylight, or the time the sun rises or sets, but it seems that 
changing the clocks is the easiest way to change people’s behavior; going to bed 
and getting up an hour earlier. It is also said to conserve energy—more use of 
natural light in the evening—encourage participation in outdoor physical 
activities, and reduce car accidents.] 

 
**The North Temperate Zone extends from the Tropic of Cancer at about 23.5 degrees 
north latitude to the Arctic Circle at about 66.5 degrees north latitude. The South 
Temperate Zone extends from the Tropic of Capricorn at about 23.5 degrees south 
latitude to the Antarctic Circle at about 66.5 degrees south latitude. 
 
BEFORE YOU GO... 
 

 CONSIDER THIS: Earth rotates on its axis once every 24 hours. It always turns 
counterclockwise, moving toward the east. Meanwhile, the sun essentially stays 
put in its position at the center of our solar system. So the fact that the sun appears 
to rise and set must be due to the Earth’s rotation. 
 

 NOW, TRY THIS! Use a globe, or mark your location at a point on a ball. 
Darken the room. Shine a flashlight or lamp (representing the sun) on the side of a 
ball and slowly rotate the ball counterclockwise. You can figure out which way to 
rotate it by looking down on the ball from above and thinking of a clock face. 
Watch what happens to the light and dark areas as the ball turns. Does this help 
explain why the sun seems to rise in the east and set in the west? One half of the 
Earth is always light while the other is dark. The Earth’s own shadow makes the 
night side of our planet dark. 
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